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A Storytelling Method Reflection:
Demonstrating and sharing
immigrant heritage through an sps
strategy during COVID-19

INTRODUCTION

is not just a tool for delivering information; it also
represents a method of creating an immersive

Storytelling is an ancient art form and, as the act of

experience that helps listeners/audiences use

telling a story has the potential to connect people,

their individual imaginations to understand the

plays a central role in many diverse cultures (Sylaiou

story content. Thus, it constitutes the expression

& Dafiotis, 2020). It is regarded as one of the oldest

of an experience, and also an experience in itself

forms of teaching and learning, and can attract

(Lewis, 2011). Storytelling has been described as

the attention and engagement of listeners or

the ‘interactive art of using words and actions to

audiences, as well as evoke memories of people’s

reveal the elements and images of a story while

past experiences (Villaseñor, 2007). The process

encouraging the listener’s imagination’ (National

of storytelling intertwines with the structure of

Storytelling Network, n.d.). Crafting and telling

people’s social lives, and also strongly harmonises

stories is motivating and memorable, and is mainly

with the method by which the human memory

conducted in one of three ways: direct storytelling

works (Polletta et al., 2011). However, storytelling

by storytellers, indirect storytelling by listeners, and
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participatory storytelling involving both storytellers

A SHORT STORY OF DIGITAL STORYTELLING

THE UNITED KINGDOM

and listeners (Sylaiou & Dafiotis, 2020). Participatory
storytelling, a democratic and collaborative method,

The rapid development of computer science has

has been applied in many community-based art and

led to the creation of a new interdisciplinary domain

heritage activities. It facilitates understanding of

known as the ‘digital narrative’ or ‘digital storytelling

the complexities of local communities and, thus,

sector’, which collects and groups audio, video,

fosters aesthetic perception, cultural sensitivities,

images, and text to form an on-screen story that

and creativity (Zhao, 2020). Further, this method

creates an immersive experience for an audience

also affords the creation of open dialogue that

(Spierling, 2005). Similar to traditional storytelling

motivates stakeholders to actively participate in

media, digital storytelling primarily focuses on

different stories and gain an in-depth understanding

maintaining a coherent narrative structure and

of listeners’ experiences and personal views.

dramatic tension (Spierling et al., 2002). Digital
storytelling has been extensively utilised in user

Storytelling also represents an effective contextual

experience (UX) design and human computer

and inclusive means of conducting research involving

interaction (HCI). As a supportive method and tool,

diverse groups of participants who are not familiar

it helps researchers and stakeholders effectively

with digital technology. This paper introduces a case

gain insights into target people/groups, and helps

study concerning a series of virtual workshops and

audiences build social empathy and emotionally

fieldwork involving three British-Chinese families.

connect

The aim of this study was to explore interactive-

storytelling can also help the target people create

technology-based

with

these

people/groups.

Digital

can

personal personas to reflect their experiences

potentially encourage British-Chinese immigrants

and/or concerns and thoughts regarding certain

to share important intangible information regarding

topics. To explain how storytelling works in design

their immigrant heritage. In particular, this paper

studies, UX designers have summarised and applied

reflects on the potential of digital storytelling as a

Aristotle’s seven elements of a good story (Teo,

method and tool for helping immigrants convey their

2021). The seven elements of storytelling are, in

family histories and experiences and demonstrate

order of importance: Plot–The targeted achievement

their heritage in local communities and societies.

and potential outcomes; Character–How the target

design

strategies

that

people's true needs are identified; Theme–How a
trustworthy image is built; Diction–How the content
is presented and a dialogue created; Melody–How
emotional feeling and sympathy are established;
Décor–How the visual aesthetics of the story are
presented; and Spectacle–How the story is made
memorable. It is worth highlighting that visual
demonstrations, speech, nonverbal communication,
and written words, as the key components of Décor,
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can potentially create immersive experiences for

al. (2019) combined story distribution and complex

the audience that helps improve their understanding

gestures on an automated software platform to

of the aesthetics within the stories.

enhance primary-school children’s engagement
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and willingness to interact with a digital system.
Meanwhile, through integrating game narratives

in diverse interdisciplinary studies to explore the

and characters within storytelling, Bowman (2018)

potential of digitisation and interactivity for solving

developed a virtual support group for alleviating

societal issues. For instance, in the field of migrant

loneliness and fostering a sense of companionship

and immigrant studies, digital storytelling has

among patients with cancer. Further, a HCI study

been integrated with interactive interfaces and

conducted in Ireland demonstrated how digital

algorithm-based 3D models to reflect migrants’

storytelling can support the rejection of false

and immigrants’ cultural values within domestic

narratives and raise awareness of the realities

settings and support their self-expression (Rutta

of abortion laws; this study also offered design

et al., 2018; Sabie et al., 2020). Furthermore, digital

considerations

storytelling can be utilised as a means of revealing

polyvocality in local communities and society

the core elements of people’s cultural lives, creating

(Michie et al., 2018).

for

fostering

empathy

and

a new form of artistic expression and meaning; it can
also enhance public cultural engagement. In heritage

CASE STUDY

and museology studies, the communication process
relating to digital storytelling in this field has been

To further explore the potential of digital storytelling

described as a re-experiencing of one’s own

to represent a valuable tool for supporting cross-

heritage, thereby reinforcing identity and a feeling

cultural immigrants’ expression of their heritage, the

of belonging to a community (Abrahamson, 1998).

following section describes a case study on this topic.

For instance, based on a platform of interactive
interfaces and digital archives, digital storytelling

This case study specifically explores how interactive

has been effectively applied to support, among

technology can help British-Chinese immigrants

cross-cultural audiences, aesthetic appreciation of

express and demonstrate their cultural heritage

and engagement with intangible cultural heritage

and identities to local communities and other

(Zhao et al., 2018, 2019). Moreover, in the ‘CHESS’

stakeholders. Based on the methodology of the

project (Pujol, 2012), digital storytelling and socio-

participatory action research (PAR) approach (Hayes,

personal interactions were utilised to create an

2011), a digital-storytelling approach was developed

innovative conceptual and technological framework

for these families through a two-stage process. First,

that enhances the experience of heritage in

a series of exploratory semi-structured interviews

archaeological museums. Digital storytelling also

(online) were conducted during the Coronavirus

has the potential to improve education, well-being,

Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Pandemic to record the

and mental health among children, patients, women,

immigrants’ stories and concerns regarding previous

and other vulnerable groups. For example, Smith et

heritage-sharing experiences. Then, a series of
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Digital storytelling has frequently been applied

Fig. 1. Mind maps generated from the online workshops with participants (source: Zhao, 2021).

family-based participatory design online workshops

mind map comprised five dimensions, asking: 1)

were conducted to collect stories concerning family

who are the main listeners? 2) what do the families

possessions and heirlooms bequeathed by previous

want to share in terms of their cultural heritage and

generations, and to investigate each family member's

stories? 3) when would the families like to share

preference

technological

their cultural heritage and stories? 4) where would

approaches. Through these discussions with the

the families like to share their cultural heritage and

families, keywords and mind maps were generated

stories? 5) how would the families like to share their

(which were illustrated on whiteboards), and were

cultural heritage and stories?

concerning

different

utilised as the main strategies for encouraging
families to share their heritage (Figure 1). The final

MPs: Members of parliament.
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Fig. 2. Two scenarios generated by family members, reflecting on places, possessions, and stories (source: Zhao, 2021).

Family members were encouraged to use old

means of conducting research involving diverse

possessions or collections to demonstrate their

groups of participants who are not familiar with

experiences and stories. During the participatory

digital technology.

design workshop, with technological support from
the main researcher, the participants created

LDN: London; NCL: Newcastle upon Tyne.

different scenarios to reflect their design ideas
for sharing their immigrant heritage. Figure 2

Based on the different scenarios discussed, the

presents two examples of scenarios that were

family members also co-designed a video-based

designed

Storytelling

online exhibition by generating content that

represents an effective contextual and inclusive

related to ‘what’ they would like to share and ‘how’

by

different

families.
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Fig. 3. Screenshot from a family-created video in which the family present and discuss a possession (source: Zhao, 2021).

they would like to share it. Figure 3 contains a

storytelling and engagement are presented.

screenshot from one of the videos a family created
to exhibit a possession (a golden Buddha); the

Demonstration and sharing of heritage were the main

video has transcribed subtitles for non-Chinese

topics highlighted in this study. All of the interviewed

speakers and features a split screen, with a video

families integrated their old stuff with interesting

of the possession in question on one side, and an

stories. This form of integration potentially gives the

image of the location it relates to on the other.

old stuff the intangible significance of being able to
help younger generations or other groups explore

REFLECTION

the exclusive immigrant heritage of the BritishChinese. Furthermore, such integration might also

This section elaborates on two main perspectives

help preserve immigrant heritage in the long term

regarding how digital storytelling can be used to

since the possessions (collections, heirlooms) and

support heritage-sharing among immigrants. First,

related aural or visual data were audio- and/or video-

design strategies for the storytelling method

recorded. From the perspective of safeguarding

are discussed. Second, a series of reflections on

heritage, this kind of integration valuably connects

the design considerations of community-based

intangible and tangible immigrant heritage, allowing
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the COVID-19 Pandemic. However, interactive
technology has the potential to support the sharing
of immigrant heritage in local communities.
CONCLUSION

One of the main design strategies concerns
supporting the potential audience’s interaction with
demonstrations within local communities. The
engagement of British-Chinese and local citizens
in the design process of interactive technology is
vital; the design process is also regarded as part of
the heritage demonstration. It is worth noting that
Fig. 4. The ‘SPS’ Strategy, integrating places, stuff, and stories (source:

physical interaction with heritage collections was

Zhao, 2021).

deemed to be the best means of engaging people
who are also interested in sharing their heritage.

a more comprehensive demonstration of heritage.

However, determining how to surmount cross-

Furthermore, the case study also shows that, to

cultural barriers (e.g. the language in which the

generate a greater social impact within society, many

stories are told) and the sustainability of sharing

possessions (representing fragments of memories)

heritage in society are prominent technological

require a companion narrative. Figure 4 demonstrates

challenges for the post COVID-19 era. As part of a

a design strategy that integrates places, stuff, and

community practice regarding civic participation,

stories (the PPS strategy) – a strategy for effectively

further studies should focus on co-design workshop-

demonstrating and sharing heritage.

based activities to design interactive technology
that supports the sharing of immigrant heritage.!

Considering the above, the design challenge is how
to integrate family heirlooms and other significant
objects with audio and video data to form a narrative
that can attract attention in local societies. It
is also worth mentioning that the application of
PAR, alongside a series of participatory design
workshops, as a theoretical foundation helped
the immigrant families to collaboratively develop
a dialogue for comfortably sharing their heritage.
Acceptance of immigrant heritage represents a
huge challenge for immigrants, especially during
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immigrant heritage, and the conducting of interactive
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